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ABSTRACT: CONGRADULATIONS TO MOTHER INDIA!... for having reached the MARS PLANET 

(also called as “RED PLANET”) and become “PIONEER” in search of existence of life and possibility of 

Transforming future human populations into MARS PLANET for inhabitation for overcoming the earth 

climate issues and subsistence of Life.  

 

 This scientific research article focus that “WHITE MARS” shall be considered as the only planet in 

the entire cosmo Universe suitable for supporting and subsistence of human life besides “EARTH PLANET”. 

Hence journey has to be continued till further to reach WHITE MARS near white hole J-RADIATION region 

of universe for further exploration.  
 

 This research further focus that there are different types of Mars planet such as White Mars, Dark 

Mars, Blue Mars, Green Mars, Red Mars consider exist in “different galaxies” under different 

Environmental conditions. White mars shall be considered as the 1st
 stage and red mars shall be considered as 

the 5th
 stage of location in the material universe under “strong downward gravity” of different level.  

 

 It is further focused that the „HUMAN ANCESTOR‟ shall be considered lived in WHITE MARS in 

the early universe with extraordinary intelligence and wisdom. During the course of expanding universe the 

human ancestor considered TRANSFORMED TO EARTH PLANET from white mars due to varied climatic 

condition. The transformation shall be considered like „INFANT‟ transformed from „MOTHER’S WOMB‟ 

which is considered as „ONE WAY JOURNEY‟ and „RETURN JOURNEY‟ is not possible until and 

„REBIRTH‟. 
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“WHITE MARS belong to white galaxy (also called milky galaxy) shall be considered as 

“Mother of all planets”. Other mars planets belong to Dark galaxy, Blue galaxy, Green 

galaxy, Red galaxy shall be considered as supporting galaxies responsible for various 

environmental conditions of universe and not meant for supporting inhabitation of human 

life”. 

- Author 

 
It is focused that the living Earth Planet in the Universe considered located at the stage say 

„TAMBARAM‟ and „Red Mars‟ considers located at the stage “ST. THOMAS MOUNT”. The white mars 

considers located at stage of „PARK STATION‟. Hence, further journey has to be performed through various 

stages of GUINDY, SAIDAPET, EGMORE to reach white Mars ultimately.  

 

 

“WISH YOU HAPPY JOURNEY 2014 

- M. Arulmani, 

Tamil based Indian 

 

KEY WORDS:  

a) Philosophy of “White Mars”?... 

b) Philosophy of “Dark Mars”?... 
c) Philosophy of “Blue Mars”?... 

d) Philosophy of “Green Mars”?... 

e) Philosophy of “Red Mars”?... 

f) Philosophy of “Planet Ring”?... 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION: 
 Thanks to “NASA” of United States of America for pioneering the mars exploration through 

„MARTIAN’ since 1883 for benefit of global population for possibility of future inhabitation of human 
population to overcome the present globe warming environment, and better harvesting of solar energy from 

other galaxies.  

 
  

This scientific research article speculates that HUMAN ANCESTORS already lived in White Mars of white 

galaxy with outstanding Intelligence and wisdom capable of controlling effectively the fundamental parameters 
of SUN, EARTH, MOON considered as FOUNDATION OF UNIVERSE rather than „planets of solar 
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system‟. It is further focused that the human ancestors lived in white mars shall be considered as having 

genetically varied characteristics say “MALE PREGNANCY” and the “FEMALE PREGNANCY” shall be 

considered as transformed from white Mars ancestors when population started living on EARTH PLANET 

during subsequent “Nuclear Age”. 

 
 It is further focused that “human ancestors” of white Mars shall be considered as worshiped as 

„GOD‟ in the early universe. The philosophy of roman god of mars, greek god of Ares and other thousands of 

gods Earth planet might be derived from the philosophy of “God of white mars”. 

 

II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATION 
a) Philosophy of white galaxy?... 

 Case study on Astronomical science focus that there are thousands of galaxies exist accommodating 

various planets, comets, asteroids, meteors orbiting within the respective galaxy. Do galaxies serve any 

purpose for sustainability of human life?... Can human populations survive without existence of so many 

galaxies?... 
 

 It is hypothesized that “Human Ancestors” considered lived in white mars under environment of only 

single galaxy say “White galaxy”. The white galaxy considered contains only three planets say white sun, 

white earth, white moon having centered by white mars. 

 

 
 

 During the course of expanding universe the white galaxy gave birth to many other galaxies say Dark 

galaxy (also called as plasma galaxy) Blue galaxy, Green galaxy, Red galaxy in different nuclear ages. The 
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human ancestors lived in white mars consider transformed to earth planet at one stage and started living under 

existence of four distinguished galaxies exist above Earth planet and undergone varied genetic characteristics in 

different nuclear age. The philosophy of growth of various galaxy shall be described as below:  

 

 

 
 

 

Sl.No. Name of galaxy Mother planet Three-in-one planets 

1. White galaxy White mars White sun, white earth, white moon 

2. Dark galaxy Dark mars Dark sun, Dark earth, Dark moon 

3. Blue galaxy Blue mars  Blue sun, Blue Earth, Blue moon  

4. Green galaxy Green mars Green sun, green earth, green moon 

5. Red galaxy Red mars Red sun, red earth, red moon  

 

 

 It is further hypothesized that the stage of various galaxy and varied characteristics shall be 

hypothetically described as below for easy understanding.  

i) Foundation of Universe 

(Sun, Earth, Moon)  -  Tambaram (0 KM) 

ii) Red galaxy  

(UV, RF, IR)   -  St.Thomas Mount (5 KM) 

iii) Green galaxy  

(Only UV, RF)   -  Guindy (10 KM) 

iv) Blue galaxy  
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(Only UV)    -  Saidapet (15 KM) 

v) Dark Galaxy  

(Plasma stage)   -  Egmore (20 KM) 

vi) White galaxy  

(e radiation)   -  Park Station (25 KM) 

vii) J. Radiation  

(White hole region  -  Mint (30 KM) 
virgin light) 

 

b) Case study on Red Planet MARS?... 

 Case study shows that MARS PLANET (also called as Red Planet) is the fourth planet from the sun 

and third smallest in the solar system having similar characteristics of Earth planet having possibility of Human 

Inhabitation.  Greek also called Red planet as „Pyrolis” the Fiery (Fire star). Red planet further consider 

significantly less dense than Earth and no existence of magnetic field currently but the once the magnetic field 

might exist and subsequently lost during the course of expanding universe. The reddish colour is due to 

abundance of Hematite in its surface rocks.  

 

 It is hypothesized that the white galaxy and white mars shall be considered composed of only WIND, 

RAIN, MUSIC essential for supporting human life and subsistence of human life. Further the white mars planet 

shall be considered exist under “SUPER SOLID STATE” (White Element) beyond TRIPLE POINT of law of 

thermodynamics and all matters of universe shall be considered derived from „white mars‟. Further it is focused 

that the wind, music, rain shall be totally free from atomic elements like Hydrogen, carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone 

and consider composed of only ions of photon, electron, proton due to impact of “J-RADIATION” having 

definite charge and electric, magnetic, optic properties. The „Wind‟ (Free from oxygen) shall be considered like 

1000 times pure than conventional OZONE having low PH value. 

 

 
 

“The origin of various atomic elements like Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone (HCNO) and 

complex molecules shall be considered evolved in other Blue, Green, Red Galaxies in different 

Nuclear Ages”. 

 Author  

c) Case study on Etymology of Word MARS?... 

 It is hypothesized that the etymology of word MARS and other prehistoric astronomical words shall be 

considered derived from proto Indo Europe root as described below:  
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S.No. Word PIE English Meaning 

1. J.Radiation Thee Virgin light  

2. Mars Mari-e Rain, Ray 

3. Radiation Thri-e Lightning  

4. Galaxy Kal-e Atmosphere  

 

d) Philosophy of Male Pregnancy in white mars?... 

 It is hypothesized that the male parent (also called as Male Angel) responsible for male pregnancy by 

„asexual means‟ by impact of J-Radiation and the white population (virgin population) shall be considered as 

produced and multiplexed. The female angel shall be considered as responsible only for assisting Male Angel 

for safe delivery. The Female Angel (Queen) shall also be called as “Mother of Mars” (Virgin). 

 

 

 

 

 (i) 

 
 (ii) 
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 It is further focused that the philosophy of mars symbol considered derived from philosophy of “Mars 

Trisomy”. Mars Trisomy shall mean fundamental trisomy chromosome of White mars organisms having 

genetic characteristics of Angel populations (Angel family) responsible for male pregnancy and Egg laying. It 

is hypothesized that trisomy chromosome might be genetically undergone changes during „Plasma Age‟ (in 

Dark galaxy) and organisms with diploid chromosome and female pregnancy might be formed during 

inhabitation of human population on the Earth planet.  

 

e) Case study on Tesla Study?...  

 
Case study shows that in 1989 Nikola Tesla observed repeated signals that he later speculated that the 

signals might have come from another planet possibly Mars. It is hypothesized that in the expanding Universe 
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the various Mars planets such as White Mars, Dark Mars, Blue Mars, Green Mars, Red Mars exists in 

various galaxies shall be considered as the source of energy derived from J-Radiation. 

 

f) Case study on Planet Ring?...  

Planetary ring refers to ring of cosmic dust and other small particles orbiting around a planet in a flat 

disc shaped region. It is hypothesized that the formation of planetary ring of each planet existing in the Universe 

shall be considered as two segments i.e. upper segment is influenced with upward gravity and lower segment 
considered influenced with downward gravity. The ring like region shall be considered as zero gravity of the 

planet. It is further focused that the different orientation of planets in the Universe shall be considered as 

orientation towards the respective Mars planet of the respective galaxies and considered exists under 

equilibrium condition otherwise called as ORBIT RESONANCE. 

 

 
 

III. CONCLUSION: 
In the current solar system Sun is considered as center of the planetary system without consideration of comets, 

asteroids, meteors also orbiting in the respective solar system. It is hypothesized that the whole Universe shall 

be considered as different galaxies in which MARS shall be considered as the center of the solar system and 

WHITE MARS shall be considered as the mother of whole Universe.  

 

It is further focused that the concept of HEAVEN shall be considered as the supernatural system in which 

galaxies shall be considered as integral part of heaven. Further the integrated galaxy system shall be considered 
equivalent to STOMACH OF GOD of white Mars. 
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“The White Mars expedition is a bold move that will add significantly to our understanding of how to deal with 

the challenge of human exploration of the Red Planet.” 

- Robert Zubrin, President, US Mars Society 

 

 

IV. Previous Publication: 
The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the 

philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals 

mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as extended version of the previous articles already 

published by the same author. 

[1] Cosmo Super Star – IJSRP, April issue, 2013 

[2] Super Scientist of Climate control – IJSER, May issue, 2013 

[3] AKKIE MARS CODE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[4] KARITHIRI (Dark flame) The Centromere of Cosmo Universe – IJIRD, May issue, 2013 

[5] MA-AYYAN of MARS – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

[6] MARS TRIBE – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[7] MARS MATHEMATICS – IJERD, June issue, 2013 

[8] MARS (EZHEM) The mother of All Planets – IJSER, June issue, 2013 

[9] The Mystery of Crop Circle – IJOART, May issue, 2013 

[10] Origin of First Language – IJIRD, June issue, 2013 

[11] MARS TRISOMY HUMAN – IJOART, June issue, 2013 

[12] MARS ANGEL – IJSTR, June issue, 2013 

[13] Three principles of Akkie Management (AJIBM, August issue, 2013) 

[14] Prehistoric Triphthong Alphabet (IJIRD, July issue, 2013) 

[15] Prehistoric Akkie Music (IJST, July issue, 2013) 

[16] Barack Obama is Tamil Based Indian? (IJSER, August issue, 2013) 

[17] Philosophy of MARS Radiation (IJSER, August 2013) 

[18] Etymology of word “J” (IJSER, September 2013) 

[19] NOAH is Dravidian? (IJOART, August 2013) 

[20] Philosophy of Dark Cell (Soul)? (IJSER, September 2013) 

[21] Darwin Sir is Wrong?! (IJSER, October issue, 2013) 

[22] Prehistoric Pyramids are RF Antenna?!... (IJSER, October issue, 2013) 

[23] HUMAN IS A ROAM FREE CELL PHONE?!... (IJIRD, September issue, 2013) 

[24] NEUTRINOS EXIST IN EARTH ATMOSPHERE?!... (IJERD, October issue, 2013) 

[25] EARLY UNIVERSE WAS HIGHLY FROZEN?!... (IJOART, October issue, 2013) 

[26] UNIVERSE IS LIKE SPACE SHIP?!... (AJER, October issue, 2013) 

[27] ANCIENT EGYPT IS DRAVIDA NAD?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013) 

[28] ROSETTA STONE IS PREHISTORIC “THAMEE STONE” ?!... (IJSER, November issue, 2013) 

[29] The Supernatural “CNO” HUMAN?... (IJOART, December issue, 2013) 

[30] 3G HUMAN ANCESTOR?... (AJER, December issue, 2013) 

[31] 3G Evolution?... (IJIRD, December issue, 2013) 

[32] God Created Human?... (IJERD, December issue, 2013) 
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[33] Prehistoric “J” – Element?... (IJSER, January issue, 2014) 

[34] 3G Mobile phone Induces Cancer?... (IJERD, December issue, 2013) 

[35] “J” Shall Mean “JOULE”?... (IRJES, December issue, 2013) 

[36] “J”- HOUSE IS A HEAVEN?... (IJIRD, January issue, 2014) 

[37] The Supersonic JET FLIGHT-2014?... (IJSER, January issue, 2014) 

[38] “J”-RADIATION IS MOTHER OF HYDROGEN?... (AJER, January issue, 2014) 

[39] PEACE BEGINS WITH “J”?... (IJERD, January issue, 2014) 

[40] THE VIRGIN LIGHT?... (IJCRAR, January issue 2014) 

[41] THE VEILED MOTHER?... (IJERD, January issue 2014) 

[42] GOD HAS NO LUNGS?... (IJERD, February issue 2014) 

[43] Matters are made of Light or Atom?!... (IJERD, February issue 2014) 

[44] THE NUCLEAR “MUKKULAM”?... (IJSER, February issue 2014) 

[45] WHITE REVOLUTION 2014-15?... (IJERD, February issue 2014) 

[46] STAR TWINKLES!?... (IJERD, March issue 2014) 

[47] “E-LANKA” THE TAMIL CONTINENT?... (IJERD, March issue 2014) 

[48] HELLO  NAMESTE?... (IJSER, March issue 2014) 

[49] MOTHERHOOD MEANS DELIVERING CHILD?... (AJER, March issue 2014) 

[50] E–ACHI, IAS?... (AJER, March issue 2014) 

[51] THE ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE?... (AJER, April issue 2014) 

[52] GANJA IS ILLEGAL PLANT?... (IJERD, April issue 2014) 

[53] THE ENDOS?... (IJERD, April issue 2014) 

[54] THE “TRI-TRONIC” UNIVERSE?... (AJER, May issue 2014) 

[55] Varied Plasma Level have impact on “GENETIC VALUE”?... (AJER, May issue 2014) 

[56] JALLIKATTU IS DRAVIDIAN VETERAN SPORT?... (AJER, May issue 2014) 

[57] Human Equivalent of Cosmo?... (IJSER, May issue 2014) 

[58] THAI-e ETHIA!... (AJER, May issue 2014) 

[59] THE PHILOSOPHY OF “DALIT”?... (AJER, June issue 2014) 

[60] THE IMPACT OF HIGHER QUALIFICATION?... (AJER, June issue 2014) 

[61] THE CRYSTAL UNIVERSE?... (AJER July 2014 issue) 

[62] THE GLOBAL POLITICS?... (AJER July 2014 issue) 

[63] THE KACHCHA THEEVU?... (AJER July 2014 issue) 

[64] THE RADIANT MANAGER?... (AJER July 2014 issue) 

[65] THE UNIVERSAL LAMP?... (IJOART July 2014 issue) 

[66] THE MUSIC RAIN?... (IJERD July 2014 issue) 

[67] THIRI KURAL?... (AJER August 2014 issue) 

[68] THE SIXTH SENSE OF HUMAN?... (AJER August 2014 issue) 

[69] THEE… DARK BOMB?... (IJSER August 2014 issue) 

[70] RAKSHA BANDHAN CULTURE?... (IJERD August 2014 issue) 

[71] THE WHITE BLOOD ANCESTOR?... (AJER August 2014 issue) 
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[72] THE PHILOSOPHY OF “ZERO HOUR”?... (IJERD August 2014 issue) 

[73] RAMAR PALAM?... (AJER September 2014 issue) 

[74] THE UNIVERSAL TERRORIST?... (AJER September 2014 issue) 

[75] THE “J-CLOCK”!... (AJER September 2014 issue) 

[76] “STUDENTS” AND “POLITICS”?... (EJAE September 2014 issue) 

[77] THE PREGNANT MAN?... (AJER September 2014 issue) 

[78] PERIAR IS ATHEIST?... (IJSER September 2014 issue) 
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